How often does a Y-12 employee get to party with National Security Advisor Stephen Hadley, CNN’s Wolf Blitzer, former CBS anchor Bob Schieffer, and the President and First Lady Laura Bush? Of course the answer is not often, but for Terry Byrd of Web Communications, the chance came in December.

It’s not your average employee who attends the annual White House Christmas Party for the staff and Press Corps. But Byrd had an inside connection. His daughter, Leslea Byrd, is in the White House Office of Communications, where she works with the news media, speech writing and press releases.

Terry said about 300 people attended the Dec. 13 party in the White House State Dining Room.

After eating, the Byrds were formally presented to the President and First Lady. “We had a little card with our names on it. We handed the card to the U.S. Marine Corps officer who did an about-face, took two steps and then announced us: ‘Leslea Byrd and her father, Terry Byrd!’”

“President Bush said it was good to see me and asked how things were going back in Oak Ridge. Mrs. Bush thanked me for sharing Leslea with them,” said Byrd.

After chatting a few minutes about Terry’s work, President Bush praised Leslea and said that she takes good care of him.

For Terry, of course, not even the President could outshine his daughter. “The most amazing thing was watching Leslea interact with all those famous people,” said Byrd.

“I was very proud,” said Terry Byrd (left) who attended the White House Christmas Party with his daughter Leslea (far right). Also shown are President George Bush and First Lady Laura.
Rowing for a good time

Bruce Wilson of Safety Analysis Engineering has one of the most desirable physical characteristics for a competitive rower—he’s tall. Although height isn’t a requirement, it does help.

Maybe that’s one reason he has participated in the sport all his adult life, beginning in 1962 when he entered Syracuse University. Since 1995, he and his wife have been members of the Oak Ridge Rowing Association, competitive rowers at the masters level and licensed rowing officials.

Last spring, Wilson was co-director of the Annual Women’s National Collegiate Athletics Association Rowing Championship, the first time the event was held in East Tennessee.

Last August, he competed in five races and won three bronze medals in the 2007 U.S. Rowing Masters National Championship. The event has been held in Oak Ridge four times.

Why is the location at the Oak Ridge Marina so popular? Because Oak Ridge is situated between two valleys, there’s little wind. With little interference from larger boats, conditions make for a glassy water surface—and speed. Oak Ridge is also the only place in the country where spectators can view the whole length of the race from the surrounding greenway.

With the influx of participants and spectators, the regattas are great for the Oak Ridge economy. And the sport is an excellent cardiovascular and team-building activity. “Rowing helps people understand how essential every person is to the success of the group,” said Wilson.

Wilson encourages other Y-12ers to give the sport a try. He’s recently begun teaching learn-to-row classes, which could be a good way for the uninstructed to get acquainted with the sport. “And remember—being tall is not a requirement!” he said.

If you are often more down or blue in the winter than in the spring and summer months, you may have Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD) or SAD, a condition that can cause feelings of depression, lethargy and fatigue.

Doctors believe SAD or winter depression is probably caused by the body’s reaction to a lack of sunlight. According to Occupational Health Services’ Dr. Linda Shissler, “Research suggests Seasonal Affective Disorder is at its worst later in the winter, probably February or March.”

There are easy ways you can cope with SAD, such as opening the blinds and making your home brighter, going outdoors on sunny days, exercising regularly or taking a trip to a warm location.

If those tips don’t help your SAD feelings, contact your personal doctor or Occupational Health Services’ Shissler or Dr. Russ Reynolds, who adapted the “What you do counts” motto to “What you feel counts.” The campaign reminds everyone to remain mindful of their emotions. “We want employees to know there is help available both at Y-12 and in the community,” Reynolds said. “There is no reason to not ask for help.”

This campaign may be the lift you, a co-worker or family member needs. For more information, call Shissler or Reynolds at 576-9596.

Safety-Andrew Engineering’s Bruce Wilson and his daughter Beth, who won a bronze medal at the U.S. Rowing Masters National Championship in August.

What is the Supplemental Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement?

The Supplemental Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (SPEIS) is one of the tools that NNSA uses to evaluate alternatives to make the Nuclear Weapons Complex smaller and more efficient. It’s prepared in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act and primarily evaluates the environmental impact associated with the alternatives. It’s also the primary vehicle for getting public input.

What alternatives are being evaluated for the future of the Nuclear Weapons Complex?

Four alternatives are being evaluated.

1. No Action: No major change to the missions assigned to NNSA sites.
2. Distributed Centers of Excellence: Retains the three major SNM functions (plutonium, uranium, and weapons assembly/disassembly) at up to three sites.
3. Consolidated Centers of Excellence: Consolidates the three major SNM functions (plutonium, uranium, and weapons assembly/disassembly) at one or two sites.
4. Capability-based: Maintains basic capabilities for manufacturing components but with a reduced production capability at existing or planned facilities.

In this draft, NNSA has established its preferred alternative as the Distributed Centers of Excellence with Y-12 being the Uranium Center of Excellence and maintaining its current missions.

What happens now?

A series of 19 public hearings will take place across the country. The public hearings in Oak Ridge are at New Hope Center on Tuesday, Feb. 26, at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.

After that, NNSA will evaluate the public’s input and then issue a final SPEIS around the end of July. A Record of Decision (ROD) is projected in November. The ROD will be based on the SPEIS outcomes as well as many non-environmental factors that must be considered.

What does this mean to Y-12 employees and the community?

This process will determine what role and NNSA missions Y-12 will perform in the future. It will have a great impact on our transformation plans. Participate in the public hearings and send your comments to ComplexTransformation@nnsa.doe.gov. For more information, go to http://www.complextransformationspeis.com/index.html.

What does the recent “Preferred Alternative” announcement mean?

It means that based on alternatives analysis up to this point, NNSA believes the Distributed Centers of Excellence alternative represents the most efficient and cost-effective approach to Complex Transformation. We also believe it is an indication of confidence in Y-12’s transformation plan.

What happens now?

A series of 19 public hearings will take place across the country. The public hearings in Oak Ridge are at New Hope Center on Tuesday, Feb. 26, at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.

After that, NNSA will evaluate the public’s input and then issue a final SPEIS around the end of July. A Record of Decision (ROD) is projected in November. The ROD will be based on the SPEIS outcomes as well as many non-environmental factors that must be considered.

What happens now?

A series of 19 public hearings will take place across the country. The public hearings in Oak Ridge are at New Hope Center on Tuesday, Feb. 26, at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.

After that, NNSA will evaluate the public’s input and then issue a final SPEIS around the end of July. A Record of Decision (ROD) is projected in November. The ROD will be based on the SPEIS outcomes as well as many non-environmental factors that must be considered.

What does this mean to Y-12 employees and the community?

This process will determine what role and NNSA missions Y-12 will perform in the future. It will have a great impact on our transformation plans. Participate in the public hearings and send your comments to ComplexTransformation@nnsa.doe.gov. For more information, go to http://www.complextransformationspeis.com/index.html.
February is Black History Month. What does that mean to you?

* It’s a special time to appreciate the opportunities available and use our words to not berate, to inspire and not pass judgment, to be generous and humble and not self-important or self-seeking.

---Anonymous Y-12 employee

* Black History Month is a time where people should reflect on the intelligent and strong black leaders. They not only molded the future of the black community, but they also showed how great the human spirit can be, even in oppression.

---Rashawn Williams, electrical engineer

**Shift change**

One of the more famous photographs Ed Westcott, Manhattan Project official photographer, took was of the ladies leaving Y-12 during the shift change. Westcott was standing in the bed of a pickup truck looking south from where the fence is now behind Building 9106. The two large buildings in the background are Buildings 9201-2 on the left and Building 9201-1 on the right. In the near background on the left is the first Administration Building, 9701-4, and on the right is Building 9711-1. The sign just behind the people walking and on the right side of the photograph contains the letters “C&WS,” which stood for Clinton Engineer Works.

A large mural of the photo is displayed in the Jack Case Center cafeteria. A smaller image mounted beside the mural identifies five ladies in the photograph (Lillie Allred, Dorothy Coker, Marie Guy, Agnes Houser and Alice Parrott). Who, along with Westcott, attended the ribbon-cutting for the Jack Case Center.

Interestingly, one man in the photograph was identified as Elwood B. Cox, the grandfather of Applied Technologies’ Jeff Parrott. When Parrott recognized his grandfather in the famous photograph, he said it made him proud of his heritage.

**More than a numbers thing**

For the second year in a row, Y-12’s Internal Audit received an outstanding rating for service from the National Nuclear Security Administration’s Albuquerque Service Center. “We’re proud of being recognized with the service center’s highest rating,” said auditor Jim White.

Audit—a word people are usually skittish about—is a good thing employees should use to their benefit to improve work processes.

“Internal Audit is a resource for employees,” Brenda Hunter, Internal Audit division manager, said. “We provide preventive maintenance [help determine what controls should be in place] and help identify questions or breakdowns in operations.”

White explained, “IA can become involved in a project while it’s in progress or after it has started. It is more helpful to become involved while the project is in progress so we can prevent problems from happening.”

One example is when Y-12 auditors worked with Human Capital and the Chief Financial Officer Division on ways to improve or streamline business activities. “Through a collaborative effort with the CFO, we’re working on improving the travel system to prevent employees from making repeated mistakes, thus reducing the number of travels that have to be audited,” Hunter explained.

“With decreasing budgets, we encourage everyone to help improve processes and make Y-12 more effective and efficient,” Hunter said.

If you have questions, contact Hunter (iib; 576-3058) or White (auw; 576-1487).
While several of us are enjoying our work environments in Jack Case and New Hope, the Protective Force continues to enhance and improve its strategies in response to the challenges presented by our new uranium structures: the Highly Enriched Uranium Materials Facility (HEUMF) and the Uranium Production Facility (UPF) as well as future facilities.

“You might never have considered defending the facilities’ contents and personnel, but both facilities incorporate radically different environments in which material will be consolidated, stored and eventually produced in an entirely new manner,” said Jeff Knott of Safeguards and Security. “To ensure security at HEUMF, for example, physical barriers and fighting positions have been incorporated to allow effective response with significantly fewer people.”

New facilities and tactics lead to new training requirements. For maximum effectiveness in this new environment, the ProForce needs time to practice the tactics before the facility is loaded—or occupied with material.

A training facility is required to meet this challenge and is in the planning stages. This new facility will be configured to replicate the security features and physical structures of HEUMF, UPF and future facilities. Also, this facility will provide opportunities for improved individual offensive and defensive tactical engagement, team tactical movements and command-and-control training. The facility will be equipped to prepare security forces for the advanced technological features integrated into the new Y-12 facilities.

So, as you look at HEUMF, know that its built-in protection and defense have been carefully planned and conscientiously executed.

Security

In planning this significant accomplishment, Butch Clements, vice president of Safeguards and Security, praised the leadership of Robert God, EM manager, and Larry Ruth, Emergency Services manager, as well as the contributions of the great team they have assembled.

Clements also noted the many employees of Y-12 and Wackenhut Services, Inc.—Oak Ridge staffs who support the program and provide cadre members to the Technical Support and Emergency Operations centers.

It takes at least 400 people to staff Y-12’s Emergency Response Organization (ERO), and Gee and Terry Nore of EM have nothing but praise for those contributors. Nore, who has 30 years of EM experience at DOE sites and in the military, lauded Y-12’s people and program as the best he’s seen. Most remarkable, said Nore, is the dedication and desire of the staff and ERO cadre to continuously improve the program. “No one has the maintenance mentality,” he noted.

There is a theme here, and that is what you do counts. Whether it’s the steady contributions of EM staff and ERO cadre members, support from Cindy Bailey and Jean Monager in the Audit Center, oversight by Scott Hawks of the Y-12 Site Office, or the pre-fire planning provided by Luis Revilla and Ralph Honeycutt in Fire Protection, it’s the people who make the difference.

Operations Center is ‘one-stop shop’

A power outage, a portal closure, an incident of security concern—all are examples of important security events that must be communicated. From its corner in the Plant Shift Superintendent’s Office, the Safeguards and Security Operations Center (SSOC) is a security communications “one-stop shop,” gathering information from across Y-12 and routing it to those who need it.

February 1 marked four months since Safeguards and Security (S&S) launched the SSOC at the request of Butch Clements, S&S vice president. According to Steve Macklin, SSOC team lead, Clements wanted a central location where any manager could get a “security-at-a-glance” report. Three months later, personnel are showing more interest in the information the center handles.

“When an alarm malfunctions, for example, it affects many disciplines, so more than just Security Systems need to know what’s going on,” Macklin said.

“Or someone may encounter a Personnel Security-related issue and report it to supervision but not Personnel Security. Supervision knows to contact Security, so the first call may be to SSOC. SSOC records and reports the issue, closing the loop with Personnel Security.”

S&S staff meet every morning with the PSS about the prior day’s security events and prepare a daily report. After briefing Clements, staff finalize the report for distribution.

“We address issues and follow up on open items,” said K. J. Maddux of S&S. “We’re the point of contact to find the appropriate person if that person hasn’t already been contacted.”

Maddux shares staffing duties Monday through Friday with S&S’s Chris Rogers. Steve Holder and Kevin Webber, also of S&S, are backups.

Four STARs shine

The STAR recipients for this quarter add to the constellation of employees who provide significant contributions to Y-12’s security. Safeguards and Security awarded STARs to Keith Weatherly, Tom Read, Tommy Northcutt and Joey Lloyd.

Weatherly was nominated by two Safeguards and Security staff members for balancing security requirements and production goals. Herb Huffstetler of Performance Testing particularly praised Weatherly’s assistance in scheduling performance tests with minimal disruption to operations.

Read, the Safeguards and Security Design Authority Representative, was selected for his significant contributions over the last two years in establishing configuration management for security systems. In praising Read’s performance, Ron Gainey of Program Analysis and Evaluation said, “It is rare to find an individual who takes his responsibilities as seriously as Tom.”

Finally, Northcutt and Lloyd of Production were recognized for their collaborative efforts in maintaining and encouraging effective interfaces between Production and Safeguards and Security.
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In touting this significant accomplishment, Butch Clements, vice president of Safeguards and Security, praised the leadership of Robert God, EM manager, and Larry Ruth, Emergency Services manager, as well as the contributions of the great team they have assembled.
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While several of us are enjoying our work environments in Jack Case and New Hope, the Protective Force continues to enhance and improve its strategies in response to the challenges presented by our new uranium structures: the Highly Enriched Uranium Materials Facility (HEUMF) and the Uranium Production Facility (UPF) as well as future facilities.

“You might never have considered the facilities’ contents and personnel, but both facilities incorporate radically different environments in which material will be consolidated, stored and eventually produced in an entirely new manner,” said Jeff Knott of Safeguards and Security. “To ensure security at HEUMF, for example, physical barriers and fighting positions have been incorporated to allow effective response with significantly fewer people.”

New facilities and tactics lead to new training requirements. For maximum effectiveness in this new environment, the ProForce needs time to practice the tactics before the facility is loaded—or occupied with material.

A training facility is required to meet this challenge and is in the planning stages. This new facility will be configured to replicate the security features and physical structures of HEUMF, UPF and future facilities. Also, this facility will provide opportunities for improved individual offensive and defensive tactical engagement, team tactical movements and command-and-control training. The facility will be equipped to prepare security forces for the advanced technological features integrated into the new Y-12 facilities.

So, as you look at HEUMF, know that its built-in protection and defense have been carefully planned and conscientiously executed.

EM: a ‘top-tier’ program

In touting this significant accomplishment, Butch Clements, vice president of Safeguards and Security, praised the leadership of Robert Gee, EM manager, and Terry Ruth, Emergency Services manager, as well as the contributions of the great team they have assembled.

Lorry Ruth, Emergency Services manager, as well as the contributions of the great team they have assembled.

Clements also noted the many employees of Y-12 and Wackenhut Services, Inc.–Oak Ridge staffs who support the program and provide cadre members to the Technical Support and Emergency Operations centers.

It takes at least 400 people to staff Y-12’s Emergency Response Organization (ERO), and Gee and Terry Nore of EM have nothing but praise for those contributors. Nore, who has 30 years of EM experience at DOE sites and in the military, lauded Y-12’s people and program as the best he’s seen. Most remarkable, said Nore, is the dedication and desire of the staff and ERO cadre to continuously improve the program. “No one has the maintenance mentality,” he noted.

There is a theme here, and that is what you do counts. Whether it’s the steady contributions of EM staff and ERO cadre members, support from Cindy Bailey and Jean Mounier in the Audit Center, oversight by Scott Hawks of the Y-12 Site Office, or the pre-fire planning provided by Luis Revilla and Ralph Honeycutt in Fire Protection, it’s the people who make the difference.

Operations Center is ‘one-stop shop’

A power outage, a portal closure, an incident of security concern—all are examples of important security events that must be communicated. From its corner in the Plant Shift Superintendent’s Office, the Safeguards and Security Operations Center (SSOC) is a security communications ‘one-stop shop,’ gathering information from across Y-12 and routing it to those who need it.

February 1 marked four months since Safeguards and Security (S&S) launched the SSOC at the request of Butch Clements, S&S vice president. According to Steve Macklin, SSOC team lead, Clements wanted a central location where any manager could get a ‘security-at-a-glance’ report. Three months later, personnel are showing more interest in the information the center handles.

“When an alarm malfunctions, for example, it affects many disciplines, so more than just Security Systems need to know what’s going on,” Macklin said.

“Or someone may encounter a Personnel Security-related issue and report it to supervision but not Personnel Security. Supervision knows to contact Security, so the first call may be to SSOC. SSOC records and reports the issue, closing the loop with Personnel Security.”

S&S staff meet every morning with the PSS about the prior day’s security events and prepare a daily report. After briefing Clements, staff finalize the report for distribution.

“We address issues and follow up on open items,” said K. J. Maddux of S&S. “We’re the point of contact to find the appropriate person that that person hasn’t already been contacted.”

Maddux shares staffing duties Monday through Friday with S&S’s Chris Rogers. Steve Holder and Kevin Webber, also of S&S, are backups.

The team lead for a recent independent oversight inspection described Y-12’s Emergency Management (EM) program as a “top-tier” program that was clearly one of the two best in the U.S. Department of Energy Complex.

Four STARs shine

The STAR recipients for this quarter add to the constellation of employees who provide stellar contributions to Y-12’s security. Safeguards and Security awarded STARs to Keith Weatherly, Tom Read, Tommy Northcutt and Joey Lloyd.

Weatherly was nominated by two Safeguards and Security staff members for balancing security requirements and production goals. Herb Huffstetler of Performance Testing particularly praised Weatherly’s assistance in scheduling performance tests with minimal disruption to operations.

Read, the Safeguards and Security Design Authority Representative, was selected for his significant contributions over the last two years in establishing configuration management for security systems. In praising Read’s performance, Ron Gainey of Program Analysis and Evaluation said, “It is rare to find an individual who takes his responsibilities as seriously as Tom.”

Finally, Northcutt and Lloyd of Production were recognized for their collaborative efforts in maintaining and encouraging effective interfaces between Production and Safeguards and Security.
For the second year in a row, Y-12’s Internal Audit received an outstanding rating for service from the National Nuclear Security Administration’s Albuquerque Service Center. “We’re proud of being recognized with the service center’s highest rating,” said auditor Jim White.

Audit—a word people are usually skittish about—is a good thing employees should use to their benefit to improve work processes.

“Internal Audit is a resource for employees,” Brenda Hunter, Internal Audit division manager, said. “We provide preventive maintenance [help determine what controls should be in place] and help identify questions or breakdowns in operations.”

White explained, “IA can become involved in a project while it’s in progress or after it has started. It is more helpful to become involved while the project is in progress so we can prevent problems from happening.”

One example is when Y-12 auditors worked with Human Capital and the Chief Financial Officer Division on ways to improve or streamline business activities. “Through a collaborative effort with the CFO, we’re working on improving the travel system to prevent employees from making repeated mistakes, thus reducing the number of travels that have to be audited,” Hunter explained.

“With decreasing budgets, we encourage everyone to help improve processes and make Y-12 more effective and efficient,” Hunter said.

If you have questions, contact Hunter (ih, 574-9598) or White (auw, 576-1487).

What you do

Counts

After sensational murders like those of Nicole Simpson and Jon Benet Ramsey, investigators realized we need to have better crime scene management,” said National Security Program’s Dan Baker, who’s serving as the executive director of the Law Enforcement Innovation Center. “The NFA makes a real difference in how crime scenes are analyzed. It’s a time to celebrate courage, to remember what our ancestors did for freedom. It’s a time to stand up and be counted. It’s a time to unite our diversity. It’s a time to remember that the only way to win is teamwork.”

For Black History Month, the Information Technology group is planning a series of events: a breakfast, a luncheon, and an awards ceremony. The luncheon will be held on February 28, and the awards ceremony will be held on March 1.

“People are very excited about the events,” said Information Technology’s Nora C. Welsh, who is in charge of the group. “This is a great opportunity to showcase the diversity of our workforce and to remind everyone that we are all part of a larger whole.”

NERA is best known for the National Forensic Academy, which trains law enforcement from all over the country to analyze crime scenes. LEIC also includes centers for cybercrime investigation, homeland security training, community education and regional community policing. In Fiscal Year 2007, LEIC trained more than 2,600 participants, who logged more than 53,000 hours of training.

Since Y-12 first loaned an executive director to LEIC six years ago, Baker says the program has grown from 4 to 25 people, with more than 100 consulting experts and contractors. The National Forensics Academy has trained personnel from 46 states and The District of Columbia.

“All Y-12 employees should be proud of this year’s award fee earnings because our communities will benefit. The amount of money B&W Y-12 gives back to the community is tied to the amount of the award fee B&W Y-12 earns.”

Dan Baker’s 25 years with the Dayton, Ohio, police force included running the Violent Crimes Bureau. That experience serves him well in his current position as executive director of the University of Tennessee’s Law Enforcement Innovation Center (LEIC), Baker is an executive on loan from Y-12’s National Security Programs.

B&W Y-12 earned $37.8 million in fee—82.4 percent of available fee—for the management and operation of the Y-12 National Security Complex for Fiscal Year (FY) 2007. This is the sixth consecutive year that B&W Y-12 has improved its fee earnings for its performance as the management and operations contractor for Y-12.

George Dials, former president and CEO, said, “The fee that B&W Y-12 earned for its management of Y-12 is the result of a lot of hard work by our employees at all levels in the company. The evaluation of our performance by the NNSA [National Nuclear Security Administration] is a testament to the dedication and commitment to excellence of our employees.”

Ted Sherry, NNSA’s manager of the Y-12 Site Office, said in a letter to George Dials that B&W Y-12’s performance was rated as “good.”“Overall, Sherry said, FY 2007 was a year of significant accomplishments for B&W Y-12.”

All Y-12 employees should be proud of this year’s award fee earnings because our communities will benefit. The amount of money B&W Y-12 gives back to the community is tied to the amount of the award fee B&W Y-12 earns.
Rowing for a good time

Bruce Wilson of Safety Analysis Engineering has one of the most desirable physical characteristics for a competitive rower—he’s tall. Although height isn’t a requirement, it does help.

Maybe that’s one reason he has participated in the sport all his adult life, beginning in 1962 when he entered Syracuse University. Since 1995, he and his wife have been members of the Oak Ridge Rowing Association, competitive rowers at the masters level and licensed rowing officials.

Last spring, Wilson was co-director of the Annual Women’s National Collegiate Athletics Association Rowing Championship, the first time the event was held in East Tennessee.

Last August, he competed in five races and won three bronze medals in the 2007 U.S. Rowing Masters National Championship. The event has been held in Oak Ridge four times.

Why is the location at the Oak Ridge Marina so popular? Because Oak Ridge is situated between two valleys, there’s little wind. With little interference from larger boats, conditions make for a glassy water surface—and speed. Oak Ridge is also the only place in the country where spectators can view the whole length of the race from the surrounding greenway.

With the influx of participants and spectators, the regattas are great for the Oak Ridge economy. And the sport is an excellent cardiovascular and team-building activity. “Rowing helps people understand how essential every person is to the success of the group,” said Wilson.

Wilson encourages other Y-12ers to give the sport a try. He’s recently begun teaching learn-to-row classes, which could be a good way for the uninitiated to get acquainted with the sport. “And remember—being tall is not a requirement!” he said.

If you are often more down or blue in the winter than in the spring and summer months, you may have Seasonal Affective Disorder or SAD, a condition that can cause feelings of depression, lethargy and fatigue.

Doctors believe SAD or winter depression is probably caused by the body’s reaction to a lack of sunlight. According to Occupational Health Services’ Dr. Linda Shissler, “Research suggests Seasonal Affective Disorder is at its worst in the winter, probably February or March.”

There are easy ways you can cope with SAD, such as opening the blinds and making your home brighter, going outdoors on sunny days, exercising regularly or taking a trip to a warm location.

If these tips don’t help your SAD feelings, contact your personal doctor or Occupational Health Services’ Shissler or Dr. Russ Reynolds, who adapted the “What you do counts” motto to “What you feel counts.” The campaign reminds everyone to remain mindful of their emotions.

“We want employees to know there is help available both at Y-12 and in the community,” Reynolds said. “There is no reason to not ask for help.”

This campaign may be the lift you, a co-worker or family member needs. For more information, call Shissler or Reynolds at 576-9956.

Free world. We have the hardest working workforce in the Nuclear Weapons Complex, and I’m confident in Darrell’s leadership and your willingness to follow a good leader.”

Kohlhorst praised Dials’ efforts in reaching out to local communities and for improving morale at Y-12. “We owe George a great debt,” he said, “and I’m pleased to see he’s going to be staying in Oak Ridge.”

Kohlhorst joined the B&W Y-12 transition team in 2000, when the company was awarded the management and operations contract of the facility. While at Y-12, he has held positions as division manager for manufacturing, deputy general manager for operations, and most recently senior vice president and chief operating officer of the facility.

A native of Lima, Ohio, Kohlhorst holds a bachelor of science degree in aeronautical engineering from The Ohio State University and a master of engineering in applied mechanics from the University of Virginia. He attended the executive MBA program at Northeastern University.

What is the Supplemental Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement?

The Supplemental Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (SPEIS) is one of the tools that NSAA uses to evaluate alternatives to make the Nuclear Weapons Complex smaller and more efficient. It’s prepared in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act and primarily evaluates the environmental impact associated with the alternatives. It’s also the primary vehicle for getting public input.

What alternatives are being evaluated for the future of the Nuclear Weapons Complex?

Four alternatives are being evaluated.

1. No Action: No major change to the missions assigned to NSAA sites.
2. Distributed Centers of Excellence: Retains the three major SNM functions (plutonium, uranium, and weapon assembly/disassembly) at up to three sites.
3. Consolidated Centers of Excellence: Consolidates the three major SNM functions (plutonium, uranium, and weapon assembly/disassembly) at one or two sites.
4. Capability-based: Maintains basic capabilities for manufacturing components but with a reduced production capability at existing or planned facilities.

In this draft, NSAA has established its preferred alternative as the Distributed Centers of Excellence with Y-12 being the Uranium Center of Excellence and maintaining its current missions.

What does the recent “Preferred Alternative” announcement mean?

It means that based on alternatives analysis up to this point, NSAA believes the Distributed Centers of Excellence alternative represents the most efficient and cost-effective approach to Complex Transformation. We also believe it is an indication of confidence in Y-12’s transformation plan.

What happens now?

A series of 19 public hearings will take place across the country. The public hearings in Oak Ridge are at the New Hope Center on Tuesday, Feb. 26, at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.

After that, NSAA will evaluate the public’s input and then issue a final SPEIS around the end of July. A Record of Decision (ROD) is projected in November. The ROD will be based on the SPEIS outcomes as well as many non-environmental factors that must be considered.

What does this mean to Y-12 employees and the community?

This process will determine what role and NSAA missions Y-12 will perform in the future. It will have a great impact on our transformation plans. Participate in the public hearings and send your comments to ComplexTransformation@nsaa.doe.gov. For more information, go to http://www.complextransformationspeis.com/index.html.

If these tips don’t help your SAD feelings, contact your personal doctor or 576-9956.

Feeling SAD

Safety-Andrus Engineering’s Bruce Wilson and his daughter Rebee, who won a bronze medal in the U.S. Rowing Masters National Championship in August.
How often does a Y-12 employee get to party with National Security Advisor Stephen Hadley, CNN’s Wolf Blitzer, former CBS anchor Bob Schieffer, and the President and First Lady Laura Bush? Of course the answer is not often, but for Terry Byrd of Web Communications, the chance came in December.

It’s not your average employee who attends the annual White House Christmas Party for the staff and Press Corps. But Byrd had an inside connection. His daughter, Leslea Byrd, is in the White House Office of Communications, where she works with the news media, speech writing and press releases.

Terry said about 300 people attended the Dec. 13 party in the White House State Dining Room.

After eating, the Byrds were formally presented to the President and First Lady. “We had a little card with our names on it. We handed the card to the U.S. Marine Corps officer who did an about-face, took two steps and then announced us: ‘Leslea Byrd and her father, Terry Byrd!’ President Bush said it was good to see me and asked how things were going back in Oak Ridge. Mrs. Bush thanked me for sharing Leslea with them,” said Byrd.

For Terry, of course, not even the President could outshine his daughter. “The most amazing thing was watching Leslea interact with all those famous people,” said Byrd.

“I was very proud,” said Terry Byrd (left) who attended the White House Christmas Party with his daughter Leslea (far right). Also shown are President George Bush and First Lady Laura.